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The switching response behavior of negative dielectric anisotropic liquid crystal in
the fringe-field switching (FFS) mode was investigated with respect to the pixel
electrode positions. When the applied voltage relaxes to lower voltage, optical
bounce was observed at the edge region of pixel electrode. Based on the simulation
results, we have proposed a promising molecular behavior associated with optical
bounce, which originates from the reorientation process of LC director that is in
over-twist state associated with tilt angle. Experimental results also show the optical
bounce during switching-off time.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, liquid crystal displays (LCDs), owing to their low operating voltage,
lightweight and thinness,are being widely used for all kinds of displays replacing
cathode-ray tube (CRT) displays. However, still LCDs need to be improved in image
quality compared to CRTs. LCDs use a viscous liquid crystal (LC) with birefringence, so that the response time of the device is rather slow and its image quality
changes according to the viewing direction. In order to improve viewing angle dependency of image qualities, various advanced LC devices such as multi-domain vertical
alignment (MVA) [1–3], patterned vertical alignment (PVA) [4,5], in-plane switching
(IPS) [6–9] and fringe-field switching (FFS) [10–15] modes were developed.
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Consecutively to improve the response time of LCDs, several researchers proposed
numerous solutions such as over driving [16,17] and high frame frequency [18–20]
methods. With increase in frame hertz (Hz), faster response time of LC or LC mode
needs to be developed. Among all above, the FFS mode is known to exhibit high
light efficiency, wide viewing angle and low operating voltage, simultaneously.
In this paper, we have studied the molecular reorientation in detail, during field-off
switching in the FFS mode when LC with negative dielectric anisotropy (LC) is used.
In vigilantly inspecting the switching responses, we found that there is an optical
bounce appeared at the edge region of pixel electrode after turn off the applied electric
field. Generally, the optical bounce is a complicate phenomenon that has been reported
to be resulted from many kinds of mechanisms, such as backflow effect, ion screen
effect, etc. [21–23]. However, in the FFS mode, simulated and experimental results
reveal that the optical bounce phenomenon results from the reorientation process of
LC director that is in over-twist at the edge of pixel electrode. In order to solve the
problems, molecular orientation according to electrode structure was performed and
the solution is proposed to minimize the optical bounce phenomena.

2. Switching Principle and Simulation Conditions
Figure 1 shows the side view of schematic cell structure and orientation of the LCs in
off and on states in the FFS cell using LC. In the FFS mode, the electrodes exist
onlyat the bottom substrate. In general, common electrodes existas plane and pixel
electrodes exist in slit form with suitable gaps (l) between them. With this electrode
structure, afringe-electric field with both horizontal (Ey) and vertical (Ez) field components is generated when voltage is appliedand, more importantly, a strong Ey
exists near the bottom surface at the edge of each pixel electrode. The LCs are homogeneously aligned in an initial state, in which the optic axis of the LC is co incident
with one of the crossed polarizer axis. The field rotates LC and thus LC director
deviates from polarizer axis, giving rise to transmittance.
In the FFS mode using a LC, the LC orientation in white state are strongly
dependent on electrode positions and thus two types of light modulation, phase
retardation like in the IPS mode and polarization rotation like in the twisted nematic
(TN) are mixed, depending on electrode positions [24–26]. As a result, the

Figure 1. Schematic cell structure with molecular orientation in the fringe-field switching
mode; (a) Off state, (b) On state, (c) Transmittance distribution along with electrodes position
at different applied voltages. (Figure appears in color online.)
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normalized light transmission in the FFS mode using a LC is determined by the
following equation
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1
sin ðp=2Þ 1 þ ð2ddDneff =kÞ2
2
2
@
A ð1Þ
T=T0 ¼ a sin ð2uÞ sin ðbpdDneff =kÞ þ c 1 
1 þ ð2ddDneff =kÞ2
0
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where a, b, c, and d are fitting parameters, u is an angle between LC director and transmission axes of the crossed polarizer, d is a cell gap, Dneff is a voltage-dependent effective birefringence of LC medium, and k is the wavelength of the incident light.
We performed a simulation using ‘‘LCD master’’ (Shintech, Japan) where the
motion of LC directors and optical transmittance calculation were based on
Eriksen-Leslie theory and extended 2  2 Jones Matrix [27]. In the computer simulation, the width of pixel electrode (w), l and d were 3 mm, 4.5 mm and 4 mm, respectively. Here, the LC having physical properties (dielectric anisotropy De ¼ 4.0,
Dn ¼ 0.09, elastic constants K11 ¼ 13.5 pN, K22 ¼ 6.5 pN, and K33 ¼ 15.1 pN) were
used. In order to define LC molecular orientations according to the pixel electrode
positions, center, between, and edge regions of pixel electrode were named as
position A, B, and C respectively (see Fig. 1(a)). The strong anchoring at both substrates with anchoring energy much larger than 103 Jm2 is assumed such that the
LCs at the interface are strongly anchored and donot rotate. The calculated LC
orientation in this paper is achieved after relaxation time of 100 ms.
To understand the voltage-transmittance characteristic along electrodes positions in more detail, we investigated the electrode-position dependent transmittance
under the different applied voltages, for instance, below operating voltage
(Vop) which shows maximal transmittance, at Vop and above Vop, as shown in
Figure 1(c). When the applied voltage is less than 0.6 V of Vop, the transmittance
is almost maximal at the edge of pixel electrode (position C) but it is quite low at
the center of electrode (position A). With increasing applied voltage up to Vop, the
transmittance at electrode position C decreases while it increases at electrode position A, reaching maximal transmittance overall. When the applied voltage exceeds
Vop by 0.2 V, the transmittance at electrode position C decreases while it increases
slightly at electrode position A, resulting in slight decrease in overall transmittance
compared to that at Vop. The difference in transmittance along electrode positions
indicate that the Vop is not constant along the electrode position, instead, it is
electrode-position dependent. Therefore, when the applied field is turned-off, optical
bounce in time-dependent transmittance could be occurred.

3. Simulation Results and Discussion
To confirm the characteristics of response time in the FFS device, time-dependent
transmittance according to the electrode positions was calculated as shown in
Figure 2. At the position C, large optical bounce which gives the response time
slower was monitored. In order to verify how long the response time delays after
removing the electric field, time-dependent transmittance was more specifically
studied, as shown in Figure 2. Among all the pixel electrode positions, the largest
optical bounce observed at position C holds up the response time for 6 ms. On the
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Figure 2. Time-dependent transmittance with respect to pixel electrode positions and detail
LC relaxation process after turn off voltage.

other hand, optical bounce is not observed at position A and B. Nevertheless, overall
time-dependent transmittance shows the optical bounce during turn-off.
To understand the origin of the decreased transmittance, the transmittance
along the electrode position is calculated after removing the electric field, as shown
in Figure 3. As clearly indicated in the magnified data in the dotted regions, the
transmittance at the electrode positions A and B, decreases after turning off the electric fields, that is, no optical bounce is observed.On the other hand, the transmittance at position C increases slightly up to additional 2 ms after turning off the
electric fields.
Figure 4 shows time-resolved twist and tilt profile of LCs with respect to the
pixel electrode positions after removing the electric field.As shown in Figure 4(a–f);
the twist and tilt angle of LC directors at position A, B and C, decreased after turning off the electric fields. The average optical bounce observed considering all the
pixel electrode positions holds up the response time for 3.2 ms. However, among

Figure 3. Change of transmittance along electrodes according to the relaxation time during
decaying.
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Figure 4. Time-dependent twist= tilt angle with respect to pixel electrode positionsA(a, d), B
(b, e) and C(c, f).

the pixel electrode positions, the optical bounce at position C holds up the response
time for 6 ms. At electrode positions A and B, twist and tilt angle decreases continuously so that u and dDneff would decrease without causing any optical bounce. Even
at the electrode position C, both twist and tilt seem to decrease after turning-off the
applied voltage. However, detail observation brings up another story that position of
the maximal twist angle changes, that is, from z=d ¼ 0.225 at turn-off voltage to z=
d ¼ 0.375 at 4 ms later after turn-off time. This implies that the light modulation
method changes from polarization rotation at the beginning to phase retardation
at 4 ms later, and on other hand, the tilt angle also decreases abruptly after turn-off,
which is associated with the fact that K11 and K33 is much larger than K22, resulting
faster relaxation in bend and splay deformation than in twist. The decrease of tilt
angle means that the dDneff at normal direction increases instead of monotonic
decrease unlike LC molecular reorientation at positions A and B. The molecular profile indicates clearly that although the maximal twist angle decreases after turn-off
time, the light modulation becomes phase retardation at position C and the effective
retardation there could reach k=2 phase to exhibit maximal transmittance even 4 ms
later after turn-off time.
From understandings of switching principle of the FFS mode and molecular
relaxation process after turn-off, one can understand that the optical bounce of
the FFS mode with –LC comes from overtwist of LC director in turn-on state to
achieve maximal transmittance overall and also faster tilt relaxation than twist
one due to difference in magnitude of elastic constants, near the edge of electrode.
Therefore, if the applied voltage is less than Vop, we expect that the optical bounce
would decrease because the level of overtwist is diminished and tilt angle is less larger
in the lower voltage than that in Vop. Figure 5 shows time-dependent transmittance
during turn-on and – off time as a function of applied voltages. When Vop (4.7 V) is
applied, strong optical bounce during turn-off process is observed at position C (see
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Figure 5. Time-dependent transmittance exhibiting detail time-reolved transmittance after
removing the electric fields (decaying time) according to operating voltage. (a) Position C,
(b) All region.

Fig. 5(a)), and its level decreases with decreasing applied voltage. When the voltage
reaches 4.0 V, the optical bounce is almost suppressed. When considering all electrode regions, the optical bounce becomes weaker with decreasing voltage and it is
almost suppressed at 4.2 V (see Fig. 5(b)), confirming our assumption.

Figure 6. Time-dependent transmittance as a function of applied voltages with detail LC
relaxation process after turn off voltage.
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In order to assure the above hypotheses under this proposed low voltage scheme,
we studied the optical bounce experimentally in FFS mode using LC. The cell
structure and physical properties of LC are similar to those in calculated results.
Response time was measured by an optic system ‘‘LCMS-200’’ (Sesim Photonics
Technology, Korea) according to applied voltages, as shown in Figure 6. As indicated, the level of optical bounce decreases when the applied voltage becomes smaller
than Vop, and in addition, it is almost suppressed when the applied voltage is reduced
by 0.6 V from Vop. As a result, the experimental outcomes confirm well the simulated consequences.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, time-dependent transmittance and orientation of LCs have been studied
in the FFS mode by using the negative dielectric anisotropic liquid crystals as a function of pixel electrode positions based on computer simulation and experiment. In the
FFS mode, we can reduce the optical bounce with decreasing operating voltage
because the optical bounce was caused by over twist of LC molecule and faster relaxation of bend=splay deformation than that of twist deformation at the edge region of
pixel electrode. As a result, homogeneously aligned FFS mode can improve the slow
response time with minimizing the optical bounce by means of optimizing driving voltage. The experimental outcomes confirm well the simulated consequences.
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